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Abstract1

Slow slip events (SSEs) have been observed in spatial and temporal proximity to megathrust earth-2

quakes in various subduction zones, including the 2014 Mw7.3 Guerrero, Mexico earthquake which3

was preceded by a Mw 7.6 SSE. However, the underlying physics connecting SSEs to earthquakes4

remains elusive. Here, we link 3D slow-slip cycle models with dynamic rupture simulations across5

the geometrically complex flat-slab Cocos plate boundary. Our physics-based models reproduce key6

regional geodetic and teleseismic fault slip observations on timescales from decades to seconds. We7

find that accelerating SSE fronts transiently increase shear stress at the down-dip end of the seis-8

mogenic zone, modulated by the complex geometry beneath the Guerrero segment. The shear stresses9

cast by the migrating fronts of the 2014 Mw 7.6 SSE are significantly larger than those during the10

three previous episodic SSEs that occurred along the same portion of the megathrust. We show that11

the SSE transient stresses are large enough to nucleate earthquake dynamic rupture and affect rup-12

ture dynamics. However, additional frictional asperities in the seismogenic part of the megathrust13

are required to explain the observed complexities in the coseismic energy release and static surface14

displacements of the Guerrero earthquake. We conclude that it is crucial to jointly analyze the long-15

and short-term interactions and complexities of SSEs and megathrust earthquakes across several16

(a)seismic cycles accounting for megathrust geometry. Our study has important implications for17

identifying earthquake precursors and understanding the link between transient and sudden megath-18

rust faulting processes.19

Plain Language Summary20

The 2014 Mw 7.3 Guerrero, Mexico earthquake was preceded by an Mw 7.6 slow slip event, a tran-21

sient of aseismic fault slip, which offers a valuable opportunity to explore the relationship between22

slow slip and major subduction earthquakes. By modeling both long-term cycles of slow slip events23

(SSEs) and dynamic earthquake rupture, we reproduce various measurements from geodetic sur-24

veys and seismic recordings. We find that as the migrating front of the 2014 SSE accelerated, it caused25

additional loading at depth where the earthquake occurred. In this case, the stress levels of the pre-26

ceding 2014 slow slip event were notably higher than previous SSEs which appeared in the same27

fault portion between 2001 and 2014, and may have contributed to initiating the earthquake. Ad-28

ditionally, we find that variations in friction across the megathrust affect the complexity of energy29

release and surface displacements during the earthquake. By examining the temporary and long-30

term interactions between SSEs and earthquakes, we gain important insights into potential earth-31
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quake precursors and the processes involved in how faults move. This research holds significant im-32

plications for enhancing our understanding of how large earthquakes occur in subduction zones.33

1 Introduction34

Transient slow deformation of faults, slow-slip events, or silent earthquakes have been observed35

at convergent plate boundaries (Dragert et al., 2001; Shelly et al., 2006; Douglas et al., 2005; Schwartz36

& Rokosky, 2007; Peng & Gomberg, 2010) and at large continental faults, e.g., the San Andreas fault37

(Linde et al., 1996; Rousset et al., 2019). Slow slip events (SSEs) may be accompanied by low-frequency38

seismic radiation, including tectonic tremors, low-frequency earthquakes, and very-low-frequency39

earthquakes (Shelly et al., 2007; Khoshmanesh et al., 2020). SSEs usually slip 10-100 times faster40

than the tectonic loading and last from days to years at depths close to the brittle-ductile transi-41

tion (Dragert et al., 2001; Schwartz & Rokosky, 2007; Peng & Gomberg, 2010). The physical mech-42

anisms underlying SSEs and their interaction with earthquakes are debated (Bürgmann, 2018): The43

spatial viability of both fast and slow earthquakes on plate-boundary faults has been attributed to44

several factors, including structural and material heterogeneity (Tobin & Saffer, 2009; Wang, 2010;45

Lay et al., 2012; D. Li & Liu, 2016; Ulrich et al., 2022), rheological variability with depth (Gao &46

Wang, 2017; Saffer & Wallace, 2015) and fluid migration within oceanic sedimentary layers (W. B. Frank47

et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2020).48

Whether transient slow slip can serve as a universal precursor of eminent megathrust earthquake49

initiation is essential for seismic and tsunami hazard assessments in metropolitan margins (Ruiz et50

al., 2014; Obara & Kato, 2016; Pritchard et al., 2020; Bürgmann, 2018). However, the spatial and51

temporal interactions between slow and fast earthquakes, specifically the potential of slow-slip trig-52

gering megathrust earthquakes, remain enigmatic. Due to the observational challenges associated53

with the large variability of space and time scales, physics-based models are indispensable to illu-54

minate the physics and in-situ fault properties, rendering SSE triggering of large earthquakes plau-55

sible.56

On April 18, 2014, a Mw 7.3 megathrust earthquake struck the coast of Mexico at the western57

edge of the Guerrero Gap, which had experienced no significant seismic events since 1911(Kostoglodov58

et al., 1996; Radiguet et al., 2012). Geodetic inversions suggest that long-term slow-slip cycles have59

accommodated most of the plate convergence on the sub-horizontal oceanic slab between 20-45 km60

depth in Guerrero (Kostoglodov et al., 1996; Radiguet et al., 2012, 2016) (Figure 1a). In addition61

to long-term SSEs, transient bursts of short-term low-frequency earthquakes and tectonic tremors62
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have been detected at different depths along the slab (Pérez-Campos et al., 2008; Husker et al., 2012;63

W. B. Frank et al., 2015; W. Frank et al., 2015). Slow-slip and slow earthquakes have been attributed64

to the elevated pore fluid pressure associated with an ultra-low velocity layer atop the subducting65

plate derived from dense-array seismic imaging(Song et al., 2009). Recent off-shore seismic obser-66

vations have revealed a combination of co-seismic earthquake, aseismic and creeping deformation,67

suggesting the existence of multiple asperities across the slab interface (Plata-Martinez et al., 2021).68

Considering the unique slip characteristics of the Guerrero Gap, the initiation of the 2014 Mw7.369

earthquake has been related to the accumulated static Coulomb stress changes cast by an ongoing70

slow-slip event below 20 km depth that eventually accumulated an equivalent moment magnitude71

of Mw7.6 on the megathrust interface (Radiguet et al., 2016; Gualandi et al., 2017).72

Integrated modeling of long-term tectonic loading and coseismic rupture advances the understand-73

ing of the dynamics of interseismic and coseismic slip, as well as their interplay (Kaneko et al., 2011;74

Liu et al., 2020; Cattania, 2019). While a few implementations have been developed to integrate75

long-term slow interseismic loading and fast coseismic rupture (Segall et al., 2010; Cattania & Segall,76

2021; Yang & Dunham, 2023), they typically omit inertia effects during the interseismic period. Liu77

et al. (2020) couple two 3D finite element methods, one for long-term seismic cycle modeling and78

another for short-term dynamic earthquake rupture, linking stress and frictional parameters in ge-79

ometrically simple setups. Cattania and Segall (2021) use 1D fractally rough faults and heteroge-80

neous effective normal stress to model the spatiotemporal relationships between precursory slow slip81

and clusters of foreshocks. Due to algorithmic complexity and computational cost (e.g., Lapusta82

& Liu, 2009; Thomas et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2022; Uphoff et al., 2023), it remains challenging to83

model the complete dynamics of 3D seismic cycles using a single code for a heterogeneous, geomet-84

rically complex subduction zone (see Supplementary Text S1). Such modeling should also allow for85

observational data validation, as we undertake here.86

In this study, we present 3D numerical models of the dynamic rupture of the 2014 Mw7.3 Guer-87

rero earthquake, linked to 3D episodic slow-slip cycles under long-term tectonic loading, ensuring88

consistent stress states across the fault interface. Physics-based models of earthquake initiation, prop-89

agation, and arrest require choices regarding the pre-existing state of stress and fault strength gov-90

erning frictional sliding (Oglesby & Mai, 2012; van Zelst et al., 2019; Harris et al., 2021; Ramos et91

al., 2021). Our SSE cycle and dynamic rupture models account for the same geophysical and ge-92

ological observational inferences, such as the regional slab geometry, elevated pore fluid pressure,93

and depth-dependent frictional strength constrained from laboratory experiments and thermal mod-94

eling (Section 2). We bridge time scales from decades governing four episodes of long-term SSEs95
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to fractions of seconds during earthquake rupture within the Guerrero Gap using the SSE cycle re-96

sults to inform the dynamic earthquake rupture scenario models. The modeled, observationally con-97

strained, transient stress evolution of the 2014 SSE event can lead to spontaneous co-seismic fail-98

ure in the hypocentral region of the Guerrero earthquake. However, the episodic non-linear vari-99

ability in shear stress caused by the three preceding SSEs, which correspond to the 2002, 2006, and100

2009-2010 SSEs, remains too small compared to the high static fault strength required to match101

observations in the dynamic rupture model (Section 3). We also find that, in addition to SSE-induced102

stress heterogeneity, the complex propagation and arrest of the Guerrero earthquake require pre-103

existing variable friction properties. Our study provides a mechanically self-consistent model for slow-104

slip triggered megathrust earthquakes and has important implications for the interaction between105

earthquakes and slow-slip in subduction zones and at large continental faults worldwide (Section106

4).107

2 Methods108

We model episodic slow-slip cycles spontaneously emerging under long-term geological loading109

along the curved slab interface of the Guerrero Gap (Section 2.1). The long-term tectonic loading,110

which accumulates fault shear stresses, is balanced by the fault strength which is defined from a laboratory-111

derived rate-and-state friction law (Section 2.1.2). We constrain the fault frictional parameters by112

combining laboratory experiments on wet gabbro gouges (He et al., 2007) with a 2D steady-state113

thermal model constrained by P-wave seismic tomography (Manea & Manea, 2011). We extend a114

previous model that focused on the deeper part (10 km - 60 km depth) of the slab covering episodic115

SSEs only (Perez-Silva et al., 2021). Here, we consider the geometrically complex slab up to the trench116

and thus include the entire seismogenic zone (5 km - 60 km depth). We account for elevated pore117

fluid pressure atop the oceanic plate which locally reduces fault strength and eventually leads to118

episodic slow-slip emerging between depths of 20 km and 45 km (Section 2.1.1, Figure 2). This el-119

evation of pore fluid pressure has been suggested based on the seismically inferred high V p/V s ra-120

tios in central Mexico (Song et al., 2009) as well as in other subduction zones (Shelly et al., 2006;121

Audet et al., 2009).122

2.1 3D quasi-dynamic simulations of the long-term slow-slip cycles123

Direct observations of slow-slip cycles are limited, motivating numerical simulations to elucidate124

the underlying mechanics of SSE and earthquake interactions. We simulate long-term slow-slip se-125

quences on a convergent plate boundary and analyze the time-dependent evolution of slip rates and126
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shear stresses on the fault interface in 3D (Figure 1b). We use a quasi-dynamic formulation and the127

Boundary Element Method (BEM). Our forward model adopts a laboratory-derived rate-and-state128

friction law and a 3D realistic subducting slab geometry beneath central Mexico. The governing equa-129

tions relate the temporal shear stress evolution of an individual element in response to fault slip and130

long-term plate convergence following Rice (1993) as131

τi (t) = −
N∑
j=1

Ki,j (δj (t)− Vplt)− η
dδi (t)

dt
, (1)

where δi (t) is the fault slip and Ki,j is the shear stress in element j due to a unit dislocation in132

dip direction of element i. The static Green’s function Ki,j is calculated using triangular disloca-133

tions in a uniform half-space (Stuart et al., 1997) assuming a homogeneous shear modulus of µ =134

30 GPa and density ρ = 2670kg/m3. The plate convergent rate Vpl is set to be uniformly 61 mm/year135

based on a global plate motion model, the PVEL model (DeMets et al., 2010).136

We use the open-source code TriBIE (https://github.com/daisy20170101/TriBIE) (D. Li &137

Liu, 2016; Perez-Silva et al., 2021), which is parallelized with OpenMPI and has been verified in 2D138

and 3D community benchmark exercises (Jiang et al., 2022; Erickson et al., 2023). We here use the139

quasi-dynamic approach approximating inertia effects with radiation damping for our SSE cycle sim-140

ulations. To this end, the radiation damping factor η = µ/(2cs) (with cs being the shear wave speed)141

has been introduced (Rice, 1993). Compared to fully dynamic simulations, the quasi-dynamic ap-142

proach can lead to similar overall seismic cycle behavior but differing rupture dynamics (Lapusta143

& Liu, 2009; Thomas et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2022). We detail all slow-slip cycle modeling param-144

eters in the following.145

2.1.1 Effective normal stress146

Figure 2b shows the along-depth profiles of our assumed effective normal stress σ̄n, pore fluid pres-147

sure (pf ), hydrostatic (0.37*σz) and lithostatic pressures (σz). We assume that lithostatic pressure148

is depth-dependent with a constant overburden gradient (i.e., σz = ρg(−z)). The effective nor-149

mal stress, defined as the difference between lithostatic pressure and pore fluid pressure, increases150

with depth at a constant gradient σ̄n = 28 MPa/km until a depth of 2.7 km. At lower depths, ef-151

fective normal stress remains constant as σ̄n = 50 MPa except at the SSE source depth between152

20 and 45 km. An effective normal stress of 50 MPa at seismogenic depth is a common assumption153

used in community benchmark studies (Jiang et al., 2022).154
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To reproduce the relatively low stress drops inferred for SSEs, we assume a low effective normal155

stress of σ̄SSEn = 2.5 MPa at depths between 20 km and 45 km based on our previous work for a156

narrower slab geometry (Perez-Silva et al., 2021) and linked to elevated pore fluid pressure. Such157

high, near-lithostatic pore fluid pressure is supported by the observed elevated ratio between Vp and158

Vs from seismic imaging along the coast of southwest Japan, Cascadia, and central Mexico (Audet159

& Burgmann, 2014; Song et al., 2009).160

2.1.2 Rate-and-state friction161

Fault shear strength in the quasi-dynamic SSE simulation is governed by a laboratory-derived

rate and state-dependent friction law, the aging law (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). The effective

friction coefficient f depends on the fault slip rate v and a single state variable θ as

τ = σ̄nf = (σn − p)
[
f0 + a ln

(
v

v0

)
+ b ln

(
v0θ

DRS

)]
. (2)

Here, a and b are non-dimensional friction parameters for the direct effect and evolution effect,162

respectively, DRS is the characteristic slip distance over which θ evolves in response to velocity steps,163

f0 is the friction coefficient at a reference velocity v0 at steady state, and σ̄n = σn−pf is the ef-164

fective normal stress, defined as lithostatic loading stress minus the pore fluid pressure.165

At steady state θ = DRS/v, the friction coefficient is fss = f0 + (a − b) ln( vv0 ). Slip remains166

stable, and any slip perturbation evolves toward a steady state when the friction stability param-167

eter (a−b) is positive (velocity-strengthening, VS). Slip can be either unstable or conditionally sta-168

ble when (a− b) is negative (velocity-weakening, VW). We use uniform distributions for the ini-169

tial slip rate Vini and the initial state variable θini on the entire fault.170

We adopt the definition of the critical nucleation length h∗RA based on the fracture energy bal-

ance for a quasi-statically expanding crack (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005),

h∗RA =
2µbDRS

π(1− ν)(b− a)2σ̄
. (3)

Here, we assume a shear modulus of µ = 30 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.25. The ratio be-171

tween the maximum width of the velocity-weakening portion of the slab and the critical nucleation172

length (h∗RA) significantly affects the slip behavior of modeled SSEs (Lapusta & Liu, 2009; Y. Liu173

& Rice, 2009) (D. Li & Liu, 2017; Perez-Silva et al., 2021).174
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For faults governed by rate-and-state friction, the quasi-static process zone at a non-zero rup-175

ture speed can be estimated as Λ0 = C µ∗DRS

bσn
, where C is a constant of order 1(Day et al., 2005;176

Lapusta & Liu, 2009; Jiang et al., 2022), µ∗ = µ for antiplane strain and µ∗ = µ/(1−ν) for plane177

strain, where ν is Poisson’s ratio. We note that our mesh size is considerably smaller than Λ0 which178

ensures numerical stability and accuracy.179

We adopt the empirical ”aging” law that can be interpreted to account for time-dependent heal-

ing of microscopic stationary frictional contacts (Beeler et al., 1996, e.g.,), for describing the tem-

poral evolution of state variable (θ):

dθ

dt
= 1− V θ

DRS
. (4)

To regularize the solution at low slip rates we use the modification proposed by Rice and Ben-

Zion (1996):

µ = asinh−1[
V

2v0
exp(

µ0 + b ln (v0θ/DRS)

a
)], (5)

which is Eq. 2 when V >> 0.180

A distribution of (a − b) at different temperatures has been obtained from laboratory experi-181

ments for wet gabbro gouges (He et al., 2007). We project this temperature-dependent (a−b) dis-182

tribution onto the slab interface using the thermal profile from a 2D steady-state thermal model183

constrained by P-wave seismic tomography in central Mexico (Manea & Manea, 2011). We assume184

a downdip transition temperature, (a−b) = 0, of 415oC, which coincides with the maximum down-185

dip extent of long-term SSEs inferred from GPS inversions(Radiguet et al., 2012). Velocity-strengthening186

conditions (a − b) > 0 are imposed at the two lateral sides of the model domain to stabilize slip187

towards the plate convergence rate. The distribution of (a− b) across the entire slab is shown in188

Figure 2a. The physical parameters including friction, initial stress, and elastic material properties189

aforementioned are listed in Table 1.190

2.2 3D SSE-initiated dynamic rupture models for the Guerrero earthquake191

We use the open-source software SeisSol (https://github.com/SeisSol), which is based on the Ar-192

bitrary High-order Derivative (ADER) Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method, to per-193

form simulations of earthquake rupture dynamics and seismic wave propagation (Käser & Dumb-194

ser, 2006; Dumbser & Käser, 2006; Pelties et al., 2012). SeisSol has been optimized for modern high-195

performance computing architectures including an efficient local time-stepping algorithm (Breuer196

et al., 2014; Heinecke et al., 2014; Uphoff et al., 2017; Krenz et al., 2021) and has been validated197
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against several community benchmarks following the SCEC/USGS Dynamic Rupture Code Ver-198

ification exercises (Pelties et al., 2014; Harris et al., 2018). Stress and particle velocities are approx-199

imated with 3rd-degree polynomials, yielding 4th-order accuracy in space and time during wave prop-200

agation simulation. We detail all dynamic rupture modeling parameters in the following.201

2.2.1 Dynamic rupture initial stresses202

We constrain the initial stresses in the dynamic rupture model from a snapshot of the shear and203

effective normal stresses across the fault interface in the 2014 SSE model. We track the traction ra-204

tio as the slow-slip fronts migrate along-strike and find that the local peak in the hypocentral re-205

gion appears on day 317 (Figures 3f and 4a ). This local peak of traction ratio is associated with206

the acceleration of the migrating front from 0.5 km/day to 3 km/day (Figures 4b,c). The shear trac-207

tion and effective normal stress on day 317 of the 2014 SSE quasi-dynamic model are saved and spa-208

tially interpolated onto the higher-resolution dynamic rupture mesh of the subduction fault surface209

using the package ASAGI (Rettenberger et al., 2016). The resulting ratio between the initial shear210

and effective normal stress is shown in Figures 3f. The time-dependent evolution of the traction ra-211

tio parameter on the fault during the modeled SSE is shown in Movie S2.212

2.2.2 Velocity structure213

We use a 1D depth-dependent model of the density and seismic velocities to set the elastic prop-214

erties (µ and λ) in the dynamic rupture model, as shown in Figures S9 and 1b. This 1D velocity215

model is based on seismic imaging of the central Mexico subduction zone (Dougherty & Clayton,216

2014) using the Mapping the Rivera Subduction Zone (MARS) seismic array, which consists of 50217

broadband seismic instruments with a station spacing of ∼40 km deployed from January 2006 to218

June 2007. This 1D layered velocity structure captures the major features of the subsurface (Song219

et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010).220

2.2.3 Asperities221

In the 3D dynamic rupture simulations, we adopt a linear slip-weakening (LSW) friction law to222

constrain the fault frictional strength which has been shown to largely depend on the fault slip dis-223

tance in laboratory experiments (Ida, 1972; Palmer & Rice, 1973). LSW friction laws have been widely224

used in dynamic rupture simulations including models of large megathrust earthquakes such as the225

2004 Mw 9.1-9.3 Sumatra–Andaman earthquake (Uphoff et al., 2017; Ulrich et al., 2022), 2011 Mw226
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9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Galvez et al., 2014), and rupture scenarios for the Cascadia subduc-227

tion zone (Ramos et al., 2021). While SeisSol offers using various rate-and-state-friction laws, we228

opt for LSW friction due to its computational efficiency and fewer parameters. Although using rate-229

and-state friction as in the SSE cycle simulation may seem more consistent, differences in time step-230

ping and time integration methods across numerical techniques can introduce inconsistencies as well231

(Liu et al., 2020).232

Fault friction initial conditions are difficult to constrain on the scale of megathrust slip but play233

an important role in dynamic rupture nucleation and propagation (van Zelst et al., 2019; Ulrich et234

al., 2022). Based on several trial dynamic rupture scenarios we set the static friction coefficient to235

µs=0.626 and the dynamic friction coefficient to µd=0.546 within the assigned rupture asperities236

which yield realistic co-seismic rupture dynamics and arrest as well as spontaneous nucleation at237

a depth of 22 km due to the 2014 SSE stressing. Our choice of static friction allows for a smooth238

nucleation process at the hypocenter without introducing additional overstress and is within the range239

of effective static friction typically used in dynamic rupture megathrust scenarios (Galvez et al., 2014;240

Ramos & Huang, 2019; Madden et al., 2022). We assume depth-dependent frictional cohesion c0241

and constant critical slip distance dc (Supplementary Text S1).242

We assume a statically strong fault (static friction coefficient µs = 0.626) in agreement with243

the high static frictional strength of rocks (Byerlee, 1978) but effectively weakened by high pore fluid244

pressure. This specific choice of µs allows us to model realistic co-seismic rupture dynamics and ar-245

rest, including realistic levels of slip, rupture speed, and stress drop, as well as spontaneous nucle-246

ation at 22 km due to the modeled 2014 SSE event. The selection of dynamic friction is constrained247

by matching both the seismic source time function and the geodetic static surface displacements248

while ensuring a smooth rupture arrest. Figure S8 shows that the steady state rate-state friction249

at coseismic slip rates in the seismogenic zone is corresponding to the dynamic friction value in the250

LSW law. In our preferred model (referred to as Model A1), we include two asperities, constrained251

by the two peaks in moment rate function revealed in kinematic source inversion (Ye et al., 2016).252

We use a constant µd within each asperity. An increase in µd outside the asperities is required for253

smooth and spontaneous rupture arrest (Supplemntary Text S2). We find that by increasing µd to254

values 30% (µd = 0.826) higher than µs, dynamic rupture gradually stops at the edges of the as-255

perities. This setup results in a comparable duration and peak of moment release to teleseismic in-256

version (Ye et al., 2016) (Figure 6a). The on-fault distribution of µd following 0.826−0.28×G1(r1, r2)257

is shown in Figure 6f.258
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3 Results259

3.1 The 2014 Mw 7.6 slow-slip event on the curved and fluid-rich flat slab of the Guer-260

rero Gap261

We model cycles of long-term SSEs (Supplementary Text S2) and select four sequential events262

that occur repeatedly every four years. During the 200-year simulation, the recurring times range263

between 1 and 5 years (Figure S9). Figure 3 shows snapshots of the fault slip rate in the modeled264

scenario of the 2014 SSE. Each SSE episode lasts for up to 12 months (Radiguet et al., 2012) and265

reaches a peak slip rate of up to 10−6 m/s (Figure 3a,c,e). Our numerical results match the region-266

specific source characteristics of long-term SSEs inferred from geodetic inversion using the regional267

GPS network (Radiguet et al., 2016) (Supplementary Table S1). We attribute the good match of268

the first-order SSE characteristics to the realistic flat slab geometry and assumed near-lithostatic269

pore fluid pressure (D. Li & Liu, 2016; Perez-Silva et al., 2021). We select four sequential SSE episodes270

of our model, closely corresponding to the four geodetically recorded events in 2001/2002, 2006, 2009/2010,271

and 2014. We calculate the horizontal and vertical components of synthetic surface displacements272

at regional GPS stations and compare them with geodetic inversions (Radiguet et al., 2012; Gua-273

landi et al., 2017b). The comparison between the synthetic and observed GPS vectors during the274

2014 SSE is shown in Figures 3g-h and for the three earlier SSE episodes in Figure S7. All mod-275

eled SSE events yield good agreement with geodetic observations, although only dip-slip is consid-276

ered in our simulations(D. Li & Liu, 2016).277

The 2014 SSE initiates simultaneously at the eastern and western edges of the Guerrero Gap at278

a depth of 40 km. Both slip fronts migrate towards the center at a rate of 0.5 km/day (Figures 3a279

and 4b). The megathrust slips at a higher rate after the coalescence of the migrating fronts in the280

center, and the SSE then bilaterally propagates across the entire fault between 25 km and 40 km281

depth. However, we observe no immediate coseismic slip nucleating upon coalescence of the SSE282

fronts (between a depth of 20-45 km). This is different from the results of earlier 2D planar fault283

simulations (Kaneko et al., 2017) but in agreement with recent on- and off-shore observations that284

find no evidence of coseismic rupture due to collapsed slow-slip migrating fronts in the Guerrero Gap285

(Plata-Martinez et al., 2021).286

Figure 4 shows the time-dependent evolution of the on-fault shear-to-effective-normal traction287

ratio and along-strike migration speed during the cycle of all four SSEs. During the quasi-periodic288

emergence of the SSEs, we find that fault shear tractions overall increase down-dip of the seismo-289

genic zone (below a depth of 20 km). However, this increase is not steady and varies considerably290
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with the acceleration of the migrating slip fronts. The space-time evolution of the traction ratio,291

defined as the shear over effective normal stress during the modeled transient slip, is shown in Fig-292

ures 3b,d, and f. Here, the traction ratio increases gradually from down-dip (30 km depth) to up-293

dip (20 km depth) and eventually reaches 0.64 in the hypocentral area of the 2014 Mw7.3 earth-294

quake at a depth of 22 km, which is slightly shallower than that inferred by the USGS (Figures 3f295

and 4a).296

The migrating 2014 SSE front moves slowly until day 267 and accelerates to 3.0 km/day at day297

317 (Figure 4b). This acceleration, associated with rapid strain energy release, eventually increases298

shear stress at the down-dip end of the seismogenic zone in our model (see Figure 4c and Movie S2).299

The migration speed can vary depending on the temporal evolution of stress and stressing rate dur-300

ing the modeled SSE, which results in various values of traction ratio below the locked zone between301

different slow-slip cycles (Figure S5). Accelerating SSE fronts, as in our 2014 SSE model, have been302

observed before the 2014 Chile earthquake (Socquet et al., 2017a) and before larger earthquakes in303

Japan (Uchida et al., 2016), which was suggested as a potential precursory signal initiating megath-304

rust earthquake nucleation.305

In contrast, traction ratios increase considerably less during the earlier three modeled SSEs (blue306

lines in Figure 4a and blue-to-purple lines in Figure S4). Shear stresses temporally increase dur-307

ing the 2001/2002 and 2006 SSEs but decrease during the 2009/2010 event. For example, the peak308

traction ratio in the 2014 episode is about 3.23% higher than in the preceding 2009-2010 event, cor-309

responding to a 0.1 MPa increase in shear stress. We highlight that the long-term increase of the310

peak traction ratio at the hypocentral depth during the 20-year-long simulation is small compared311

to the transient traction changes during the 2014 SSE (Figure 4a). None of the three earlier events312

leads to traction ratios large enough to overcome the (prescribed) frictional fault strength in the313

seismogenic part of the slab in our preferred dynamic rupture model.314

In our 200-year long-term SSE cycle simulation there appear no earlier SSEs with comparable315

magnitude and recurrence intervals to our selected sequence and earlier transient stresses are in-316

sufficient to initiate a megathrust rupture in our model configuration (Figure S18). The long-term317

stress loading is accommodated by very long-term, low-amplitude slow slip episodes within the seis-318

mogenic zone. This modulates the stressing at seismogenic depth with a recurrence time of 100 years319

but causes no coseismic rupture (Figure S1). These long-lasting events accommodate a consider-320

able fraction of the total accumulated strain within the shallow seismogenic zone, consequently lim-321

iting the shallow peak slip rates in the dynamic rupture simulation. The lack of shallow coseismic322
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slip in our slow slip cycle simulation aligns with recent evidence for shallow fault creep off-shore Guer-323

rero (Plata-Martinez et al. 2021). However, due to uniform plate loading rate and a lack of earlier324

geodetic constraints, we cannot rule out alternative models in which potential earlier SSEs may meet325

the megathrust’s frictional yielding criteria.326

We present the first 3D dynamic rupture model of the 2014 Mw 7.3 Guerrero earthquake. Our327

rupture scenarios are informed by the transient stress of preceding slow slip events when the peak328

of the traction ratio reaches the hypocenter (Figure 4) and additional predefined frictional hetero-329

geneity on the fault. We focus on a preferred model (Section 2.2; Figure 5) which uses a linear slip-330

weakening friction law (Andrews, 1985) to describe the co-seismic fault strength and yielding. The331

specific choice of a critical slip-weakening distance of dc=0.05 m and a statically strong fault (static332

friction coefficient µs = 0.626) ensures that the model that reproduces the key features of geophys-333

ical observations and provides physically self-consistent descriptions of earthquake initiation, dom-334

inantly governed by SSE-induced shear stress changes, and its dynamics and arrest, which are pre-335

dominantly governed by predefined frictional asperities. We discuss alternative rupture scenarios,336

including one less realistic model with smaller µs as shown in Fig S15, probing sensitivity to ini-337

tial conditions in Section 4.2.338

Although earthquake nucleation is linked to the transient stress of the SSE cycle, we show that339

capturing realistic rupture propagation and arrest requires additional heterogeneity of the megath-340

rust slab. We show that including two circular frictional asperities (Section 2.2.3) can reproduce341

the observed co-seismic characteristics to first-order. We vary the maximum possible frictional strength342

drop smoothly within each asperity: the dynamic friction coefficient µd gradually increases at the343

edge of the asperities. High variability of dynamic friction has been reported in relation to fault ma-344

terials and sliding rates in laboratory experiments (Di Toro et al., 2004; Collettini et al., 2019) and345

has been shown to largely affect coseismic rupture dynamics on crustal faults in numerical models(Ramos346

& Huang, 2019; Aochi & Twardzik, 2020).347

In our earthquake model, self-sustained dynamic rupture nucleates spontaneously at a depth of348

22 km, where the modeled 2014 SSE front acceleration leads to a local increase in shear traction349

(Figure 4a,c). This location agrees with the observationally inferred hypocenters within their un-350

certainties (Figure 5a-b). Unlike typical dynamic rupture models, where nucleation is prescribed351

ad hoc (e.g., Galis et al., 2014), spontaneous runaway rupture is initiated merely by the locally in-352

creased shear stress of the preceding SSE transient. Our rupture model dynamically breaks the cen-353

tral asperity and subsequently migrates to the second patch under slightly increasing slip rates (Fig-354
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ure 5 and Movie S3). The rupture arrests smoothly at the boundaries of the prescribed frictional355

asperities. The final rupture area is located up-dip from the hypocenter and has no clear overlap356

with the area that hosts aseismic rupture during slow-slip (Figure 10).357

Our preferred earthquake simulation resembles the key observed seismic and geodetic character-358

istics within observational uncertainties (Figures 6a-e). Two broad peaks in the moment release rate359

emerge in our dynamic rupture model, as inferred from teleseismic inversion using more than 70 sta-360

tions across 35o−80o epicentral distance(Ye et al., 2016) (Figure 6a). This suggests a multi-asperity361

rupture process, including dynamic triggering and delays between different asperities (Figure 6f).362

In our rupture dynamics model, the first and second peaks appear closer in time than inferred in363

the inversions which may reflect additional complexities on natural faults and observational uncer-364

tainties. For example, the shape of the second asperity area may be varied in our dynamic rupture365

model to better match the observed moment rate release timing. However, teleseismic inversion lacks366

the adequate resolution to better inform on the spatial extent of slip (Ye et al., 2016). Our mod-367

eled total cumulative moment release is 9.41× 1019Nm, which corresponds to a moment magni-368

tude of Mw 7.28 and agrees well with the observations (Figure6a). An alternative dynamic rupture369

model with only a single asperity (Section 4.2; Figure 7) fails to reproduce a realistic moment mag-370

nitude and the pronounced two-peak character of the moment rate release. Because both dynamic371

rupture models spontaneously initiate due to the same transient SSE stresses but strongly differ in372

co-seismic dynamics, we conclude that additional frictional heterogeneity is required to model the373

propagation dynamics and arrest of the Guerrero earthquake.374

Geodetic inversion using permanent on-shore GPS stations yields smaller slip amplitudes (Gualandi375

et al., 2017b) but a larger rupture area extending up to the trench, compared to teleseismic inver-376

sion (Ye et al., 2016) (Figures 6c-d). Similarly, our modeled dynamic rupture features shallow fault377

slip up-dip of the hypocenter, while our maximum slip amplitude is 2.5 m (Figure 6e), which is con-378

sistent with teleseismic inversion assuming Vr = 2.5 km/s (Ye et al., 2016). We note that the dif-379

ferences in geodetic and teleseismic fault slip inversions are likely affected by limitations in data res-380

olution and differences in the assumed source time functions, velocity models, and/or fault geome-381

tries. Figure 6b shows the modeled static surface deformation at 80 s after the rupture initiation382

and its comparison with geodetic observations (Gualandi et al., 2017). There are only two GPS sta-383

tions (ZIHP and PAPA) with clear recorded signals close to the rupture area and one station (TCPN)384

with a smaller-amplitude signal distant from the epicenter. Our synthetic surface displacements at385

ZIHP and PAPA are consistent with the reverse plate movement direction but slightly higher in am-386

plitude than those observed.387
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Our preferred two-asperity dynamic rupture model reproduces both seismic and geodetic char-388

acteristics and is consistent with the localized slip heterogeneity inferred from seismic imaging us-389

ing regional networks (Song et al., 2009; Plata-Martinez et al., 2021). Given the sparsity of co-seismic390

seismic and geodetic observations, we judge our forward model as data-justified first-order illumi-391

nation of rupture dynamics and arrest. We note that future incorporation of a high-resolution re-392

gional velocity model, affecting the non-linear, coupled dynamics of rupture dynamics process and393

seismic wave propagation, may improve the achieved observational match.394

We analyze the stress drop and energy budget of our preferred dynamic rupture model account-395

ing for the preceding slow-slip cycle with respect to event-specific and global observations (Supple-396

mentary Text S2). We calculate the average co-seismic stress drop in two different ways: 1) by spa-397

tially averaging the on-fault stress drop, and 2) by averaging the modeled stress drop based on en-398

ergy considerations (Noda et al., 2013; Perry et al., 2020) . The two approaches result in average399

model stress drops of 1.74 MPa and 2.1 MPa, respectively. These values are within the expected400

uncertainties (Abercrombie, 2021) of the seismological inference of 2.94 MPa (Ye et al., 2016) and401

are consistent with the global average of the inferred megathrust earthquake stress drops (Abercrombie402

& Rice, 2005).403

Next, we analyze the earthquake initiation energy budgets accounting for the transient stress shad-404

owed by the preceding SSE. We calculate the average fracture energy across the effective nucleation405

area directly induced by our modeled 2014 SSE in the hypocentral area as 0.17 MJ/m2 (Supple-406

mentary Text S2).407

This inference is comparable to the range of nucleation energies (0.1-1 MJ/m2) estimated for most408

M > 8 Nankai earthquakes in southwestern Japan (N. Kato, 2012), implying that the transient409

stresses of aseismic slip may play a ubiquitous role in the nucleation of megathrust earthquakes. In410

comparison, the dynamic rupture fracture energy averaged across the entire co-seismically slipping411

fault is only 0.11 MJ/m2. This is about 35% lower than the SSE fracture energy at the hypocen-412

ter governing the nucleation stage and similar to a seismologically inferred global average of 0.1-413

10 MJ/m2 (Abercrombie & Rice, 2005), but 45% lower than the range of 0.2-2.0 MJ/m2 measured414

on natural crustal faults (Tinti et al., 2005). This relatively low overall fracture energy is consis-415

tent with the low average stress drop, which results from the assumed elevated pore fluid pressure416

constrained by regional seismic imaging (Song et al., 2009). The elevated pore fluid pressure at depth417

is crucial for recovering faulting dynamics during both the long-term SSE and short-term initiation418

of our dynamic rupture model.419
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In addition to shear stress amplitudes, also the shear stressing rate increases significantly with420

increasing slip rate during the 4th SSE, and we observe a pronounced peak five days before the link-421

ing date (day 317, Figure S6). Shear stressing rates also change at the onset of the first and sec-422

ond SSE, but remain smaller or negative, and the peak amplitude of shear stress is lower during the423

3rd event. Although temporal changes in shear stressing rate are not included in the dynamic rup-424

ture nucleation process, our linked model may suggest that the increasing stressing rate associated425

with the migrating fronts might be a proxy for an accelerating aseismic signal. (Uenishi & Rice, 2003)426

have shown that the spontaneous nucleation governed by linear slip-weakening friction is indepen-427

dent of the distribution of loading stresses or stressing rates as long as stress reaches the peak fault428

strength over a sufficiently wide region. However, the critical nucleation size of real events may de-429

pend on loading rate according to laboratory and numerical experiments using rate-and-state fric-430

tion laws (Kaneko et al., 2008; Guérin-Marthe et al., 2019).431

4 Discussion432

4.1 Transient influence of slow slip on the initiation of megathrust earthquakes433

Our dynamic rupture models of the Mw7.3 Guerrero earthquake initiated by quasi-dynamic mod-434

els of the preceding long-term SSE cycles illustrate the interaction between aseismic and co-seismic435

fault slip. It has been suggested that slow slip at the down-dip end of the seismogenic zone trans-436

fers shear stresses up-dip (Y. Liu & Rice, 2007) or temporally aid up-dip pore fluid migration (W. Frank437

et al., 2015), both of which potentially destabilize the locked portion of the megathrust, eventually438

triggering co-seismic rupture (e.g., Cattania & Segall, 2021) and increasing regional seismicity(e.g.439

Y. Liu & Rice, 2009). The kinematic migration patterns of off-shore aseismic slip are often chal-440

lenging to constrain due to the lack of dense geodetic observations. Sequences of foreshocks and mi-441

grating seismicity before large events such as the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake have been interpreted442

as proxies for aseismic fault slip and as potential long-term precursory signals of megathrust earth-443

quake nucleation processes (A. Kato et al., 2012). Other observations of possible precursory signals444

include the acceleration of a Mw 6.5 slow slip event that was recorded by the land-based GPS sta-445

tions eight months before the 2014 Mw 8.1 North Chile earthquake (Socquet et al., 2017a).446

We find that the transient increase in the shear-to-effective-normal-stress ratio resulting from the447

accelerating migration of the preceding slow-slip events can lead to the spontaneous initiation of448

realistic earthquake rupture and that this process is sensitive to the dynamics of the long-term tran-449

sient SSE cycle. In our model, the increasing transient shear stress is sufficiently high for sponta-450
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neous dynamic rupture without additional weakening mechanisms, such as the effects of thermal451

pressurization (Noda et al., 2009). The total SSE-induced shear stress increase is ≈0.021 MPa,the452

difference between shear stress and yielding strength, in the hypocentral area. Figure S17 shows an453

alternative 3D dynamic rupture scenario in which, instead of using the transient stresses induced454

by slow slip, we prescribe an ad hoc time-dependent rupture initiation (following, e.g., Harris et al.,455

2018) as a weaker, spherical patch, centered at the hypocenter. The SSE transient stresses are not456

only large enough to nucleate earthquake dynamic rupture but also affect 3D rupture dynamics. Fig-457

ure S17c and d shows the resulting in shorter rupture duration, lower moment magnitude, and less458

complex moment rate release function due to reduced rupture complexity.459

However, accounting for additional co-seismic weakening may further aid the slow-slip transient460

initiation of dynamic rupture (Hirono et al., 2016) inherently capturing our here prescribed vari-461

ability of co-seismic frictional strength drop (Perry et al., 2020). Similarly, a recent conceptual model462

combining shallow SSEs and two asperities finds that the time-dependent balance between stress463

and strength is complex and not all SSEs directly lead to the nucleation of an earthquake (Meng464

& Duan, 2022), even when no geometrical complexity or pore fluid variation is considered.465

For simplicity, we assume constant pore-fluid pressure during our geodetically constrained slow466

slip cycle modeling. Future work may explore the additional effects of dilatancy that may stabilize467

co-seismic slip (Segall et al., 2010) and may affect the overall slip budget at the downdip limit of468

the seismogenic zone (Y. Liu & Rubin, 2010; Y. J. Liu, 2013). The effects of dilatancy and perme-469

ability enhancement in highly permeable fault zones may alter aseismic slip (Yang & Dunham, 2023).470

Dal Zillo et al. 2019 consider dilatancy to model slow slip events in a planar Cascadia model and471

find slightly slower down-dip rupture speed and longer event durations, which may affect megath-472

rust earthquake nucleation.473

4.2 Alternative dynamic models with varying asperities474

Accounting for megathrust asperities in our co-seismic dynamic rupture model is important for475

reproducing observationally inferred first-order source characteristics. Our preferred dynamic rup-476

ture scenario includes two frictional asperities (Figure 6f), which vary in their local dynamic fric-477

tion coefficient from the surrounding slab interface, as proxies of megathrust heterogeneity govern-478

ing the co-seismic rupture complexity. Simpler numerical model setups lend themselves to param-479

eter space exploration (Y. Liu & Rubin, 2010; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008) While we here do not aim480

to cover the range of all possible initial condition variations in our complex model setup, we show481
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two selected alternative dynamic rupture scenarios that illustrate the sensitivity of our SSE-initiated482

co-seismic rupture dynamics to prescribed frictional asperities. Our SSE cycle model is the preferred483

model out of five different long-term SSE cycle simulations (SI, Perez et al., 2019).484

4.2.1 Model A2: two rupture asperities with higher initial shear stress485

In dynamic rupture simulations, asperities due to locally reduced dynamic frictional strength lead486

to similar rupture behavior as asperities of elevated initial shear stress due to the equivalent frac-487

ture energy. Here, we present an alternative dynamic rupture model, Model A2, with a constant488

dynamic friction coefficient but heterogeneous initial shear stress. The initial shear stress is smoothly489

reduced outside both rupture asperities, which leads to spontaneous rupture arrest. We use the same490

spatial exponential function G1(r1, r2) defined in Supplementary Text S2 to decrease shear stresses491

smoothly outside the two geometrically equivalent pre-assigned rupture asperities. We set the ini-492

tial shear stress as τA2
0 = τsse×G1(r1, r2) where τsse refers to the on-fault shear stress linked from493

the SSE cycle model (Figure 12a). This setup leads to a localized distribution of the shear-to-effective-494

normal-stress ratio near the USGS catalog hypocenter (Figure 12b).495

The modeled source characteristics of the earthquake, including moment release, magnitude, slip496

distribution, and surface deformation, are all similar to our preferred model (Figure S14), except497

for a slightly sharper peak in moment release, corresponding to rupture arrest, than that of our pre-498

ferred model (Model A1). We conclude that, in principle, local shear-stress asperities can lead to499

equivalent SSE-initiated rupture dynamics compared to frictionally-weak asperities.500

4.2.2 Model B1: a single rupture asperity with reduced dynamic friction coefficient501

µd502

Next, we demonstrate the sensitivity of rupture dynamics and synthetic observables (e.g., mo-503

ment rate release) to megathrust heterogeneity using a single circular asperity wherein the dynamic504

frictional strength locally decreases (Model B1).505

We examine a model with a single asperity with varying µd on the fault. We manually introduce506

an exponential taper function, called G2(r1), similar to G1 defined in Supplementary Text S2 on507

the fault. The distribution of dynamic friction shaped according to function G2 is shown in Fig-508

ure 7a.509
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G2(r1) =


4/3.0 ∗min(0.75, exp( r2

r2−r2c1
) r1 ≤ rc1

0 otherwise

where rc1 are 38 km , ri =
√

(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2, i = 1. The positions of centers are listed510

in Table S2. The results of Model B2 are shown in Figures 7b-d.511

The resulting moment magnitude is only Mw7.15, and the moment rate release features a sin-512

gle sharp peak instead of reproducing the observed characteristic two-peak shape (Figure 7c). The513

modeled spatial extents of the fault slip and surface displacement amplitudes are significantly smaller514

(Figures 7b,d).515

4.3 Variation in fault asperities and its implication for seismic hazard516

Megathrust asperities have been related to depth-varying seismic and aseismic faulting behav-517

iors (Lay et al., 2012; Walton et al., 2021). While we here parameterize both asperities as dynam-518

ically weak (low µd), heterogeneity in the initial stresses, structure, effective static fault strength,519

or pore fluid pressure (Bilek & Lay, 1999; Bürgmann, 2018) may serve as dynamically viable as-520

perities (Ramos & Huang, 2019; Harris et al., 2021; Madden et al., 2022) and additional observa-521

tions are required to distinguish between them. We show that local shear-stress asperities can lead522

to equivalent rupture dynamics in Section 4.2 and Figure S14. Our parameterization of frictional523

asperities is relatively simple but effective in reproducing first-order characteristics within the un-524

certainties of sparsely observed earthquake kinematics. With improved observational coverage, better-525

constrained seismic and geodetic fault slip inversion may provide better information on frictional526

asperities. Such smaller-scale stress or frictional strength heterogeneity may lead to a more com-527

plex rupture process: Laboratory experiments, geodetic measurements, and seismological observa-528

tions imply that additional small-scale heterogeneity and physical processes, such as variations in529

rheology (Gao & Wang, 2017), frictional properties (Lay et al., 2012), as well as pore fluid effects530

(Zhu et al., 2020) may impact the coseismic behavior. Denser regional seismic and geodetic instru-531

mentation along the central Mexican coast and off-shore, allowing for better imaging of coseismic532

fault slip, would be crucial to inform and validate data-integrated and physics-based modeling.533

Our choice of frictional parameters in the dynamic rupture model allows for balancing the depth-534

dependent fault strength, heterogeneous initial shear stresses, and heterogeneous frictional strength535

drop to achieve realistic levels of coseismic slip and moment release across a relatively small rup-536
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ture area in dynamic rupture simulations. Varying the, in LSW friction well-defined, static friction537

coefficient impacts our match of the observed smooth acceleration in the moment rate function. Given538

the heterogeneous shear stress perturbation of the preceding SSEs, a well-defined yielding strength539

is helpful to understand spontaneous dynamic rupture nucleation to first order. This sensitivity is540

exemplified in Figure S15a where a slightly lower µs results in delayed rupture arrest, a larger rup-541

ture area, and over-prediction of the amplitude and arrival of the first peak in the modeled moment542

release. Although simpler than the rate-and-state friction law used in the long-term SSE cycle sim-543

ulations, we yield a similar range in reference friction coefficients (Figure S15b) and comparable be-544

havior in coseismic slip.545

Our models help interpret geodetic and seismological observations of slow slip and coseismic megath-546

rust rupture and help to unravel their interaction using available observations in Guerrero. We iden-547

tify the acceleration of slow slip migration fronts as a driving mechanism preceding the initiation548

of coseismic rupture in our models. This may have important implications for enhancing the un-549

derstanding of precursory slow slip, seismicity, and megathrust earthquakes in other subduction zones,550

such as in Japan (A. Kato et al., 2012). While our models do not enable the prediction of the re-551

lationship between long-term slow slip and future earthquakes, we anticipate our findings will also552

enhance the understanding of observed signals associated with the spectrum of megathrust fault-553

ing.554

Our modeled SSE and coseismic fault slip are located largely off-shore in central Mexico, where555

a dense array of ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) has discovered episodic shallow tremors, sug-556

gesting small-scale slow-slip events or low-frequency earthquakes (Plata-Martinez et al., 2021) po-557

tentially linked to small asperities up-dip of the slow-slip region. Accounting for additional small-558

scale heterogeneity on the fault may help explain high-resolution observations, such as complexity559

in moment release rate and strong ground motions (Galvez et al., 2016) Here, we focus on the one-560

way interaction between the SSE cycle and dynamic rupture and omit the respective influence of561

coseismic rupture on slow-slip transients. Modeling 3D fully dynamic earthquake cycles on geomet-562

rically complex faults (Jiang et al., 2022; Erickson et al., 2023) that incorporate spontaneous (aseis-563

mic) nucleation, dynamic rupture, and post-seismic deformation are computationally challenging564

but are becoming achievable at realistic scales and levels of complexity to allow for direct observa-565

tional verification. Extending our approach to a unified and fully coupled slow-slip and dynamic566

rupture framework is a promising future step.567
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4.4 Model Limitations568

We discuss the choice of linear-slip weakening friction in our dynamic rupture simulation by com-569

paring key controlling factors of earthquake nucleation, the equivalent static friction coefficient (µRSs )570

and slip-weakening rate (W , as defined by Uenishi and Rice (2003)) between our 3D slow slip cy-571

cle and dynamic rupture models. Coseismically, the slip-dependent fault weakening behavior gov-572

erned by aging law rate-and-state friction is similar to that governed by linear slip weakening fric-573

tion as has been shown in theoretical and numerical analysis (e.g., Bizzarri & Cocco, 2003; Kaneko574

et al., 2008; Garagash, 2021). We estimate an equivalent peak rate-and-state static friction coef-575

ficient µRSs using the relation µRSs ≈ fp = f0 + aln(Vsr/V0) (Garagash, 2021) and assuming slip576

rates ranging between 10−9 − 10−7 m/s during the slow slip cycle simulation and a = 0.01. The577

such estimated peak value is µRSs =0.62, comparing well with µs=0.626 used in our linear-slip weak-578

ening dynamic rupture model.579

Following Garagash (2021), we can estimate the equivalent linear-slip weakening Dc from age-580

ing law rate-and-state frictional weakening near the rupture front as Dc ≈5.8 m, with constant b=0.0135,581

σ̄=50 MPa. We can also compare the equivalent critical slip distances assuming slip-law rate-and-582

state friction, following Uenishi and Rice (2003) by equaling the slip weakening rates for our fric-583

tional parametrizations of both models, defined as ∆τ/Dc = WLSW and as bσ̄/DRS = WRS with584

∆τ = (µs−µd)σ̄, which results in Dc/DRS 5.93, implying an equivalent linear slip-weakening Dc ≈1.5 m.585

However, we find that our linked dynamic rupture model requires a small Dc =0.05 m (cf. Fig.586

S16), resulting in a slip weakening rate of 77.9 MPa/m. This discrepancy may express different megath-587

rust frictional behaviour governing regions hosting SSE and dynamic rupture and could be further588

explored in future work including additional physics or heterogeneity, for example, scale-dependent589

fracture energy (Ide & Aochi, 2005; Gabriel et al., 2023), alternative long-term friction evolution590

models (T. Li & Rubin, 2017), or analytically accounting for the rupture speed dependence of the591

ageing law equivalent linear-slip weakening estimates. We note that matching dynamic friction may592

be less crucial since additional weakening mechanisms can be active at coseismic slip rates (e.g., Di Toro593

et al., 2011) and we caution that we here do not fully explore the effects of self-consistent param-594

eterization on the interaction between slow slip and dynamic rupture simulations.595

We simplify the complex physics and initial conditions in our models of slow slip events and dy-596

namic rupture in several ways. The long-term slow slip model initial conditions are not observation-597

ally constrained. Our model results in a series of quasi-periodic SSEs that vary considerably over598

time. For example, the recurrence intervals range between one and five years (Supplementary Text599
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S3). Our approach neglects the (small) volumetric stress changes induced by slow slip outside the600

megathrust interface, which may lead to inconsistencies when extending the linked dynamic rup-601

ture models to include off-fault plasticity (Ma & Nie, 2019; Ulrich et al., 2022) in future work. Al-602

though inertia effects of slow slip are expected to be mostly minor, the complex long-term stress603

evolution and short-lived changes in stressing rate that we find here motivate future work, e.g., us-604

ing an integrated dynamic switch between inter- and co-seismic stages (e.g., Liu et al., 2020).605

By coupling porosity and permeability evolution to elastic fault deformation, Yang and Dunham606

(2023) demonstrate the potentially critical role of pore fluid transportation and permeability evo-607

lution on slow slip and seismic cycles in a 2D antiplane fault model. Using a two-phase flow model608

that couples solid rock deformation and pervasive fluid flow, dal Zilio et al. (2020) investigate the609

effect of poroelastic coupling on long-term fault evolution in a solid-fluid constitutive framework,610

but restricted to 2D. Focusing on the geodetically-constrained SSE source characteristics and for611

computational efficiency, we here omit potential SSE-underlying poroelastic effects (e.g. Heimisson612

et al., 2019). These can be caused, e.g., by the dynamics of fluid migration and pressure variations613

within porous materials and will be important to study, specifically in 3D, in future work.614

5 Conclusions615

We construct a 3D dynamic rupture model of the 2014 Guerrero earthquake initiated solely by616

a geodetically constrained long-term model of the 2014 slow slip event and not by three preceding617

events. Our chosen frictional parameters balance slow slip transient stressing with depth-dependent618

fault strength and frictional strength drop, resulting in realistic co-seismic dynamics, especially when619

compared to alternative models with differing friction coefficients. Our mechanically self-consistent620

and data-driven 3D models of long-term SSE cycles, megathrust earthquake initiation, and rupture621

dynamics in the Guerrero Seismic Gap contribute to a better understanding of the earthquake gen-622

eration process. They can potentially lead to improved time-dependent operational earthquake fore-623

casting (Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). By incorporating the transient stress evolution of slow-slip624

before co-seismic rupture and asperities in co-seismic friction drop, our models reproduce the kine-625

matic and dynamic characteristics of both aseismic slip and co-seismic rupture and reveal their phys-626

ical link. Although long-term stress does not continuously accumulate, the accelerating migrating627

SSE fronts transiently increase shear stress at the down-dip end of the seismogenic portion of the628

megathrust. The SSE-induced transient stresses are not only large enough to nucleate megathrust629

earthquakes but also increase the complexity of 3D rupture dynamics. Improvements in the detec-630

tion of transient aseismic slip deformation will aid in assessing seismic hazards in coastal regions631
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(A. Kato et al., 2012; Socquet et al., 2017b). Furthermore, identifying distinct acceleration signals632

might be routinely possible in future regionally dense networks, specifically off-shore (Hilley et al.,633

2022).634
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8 Open Access651

We use TriBIE (https://github.com/daisy20170101/TriBIE) for the slow slip simulation and652

SeisSol Master branch, available on GitHub (github.com/SeisSol/SeisSol) for 3D dynamic rup-653

ture simulation. Instructions for downloading, installing, and running the code are available in the654

SeisSol documentation at https://seissol.readthedocs.io/. Downloading and compiling instruc-655

tions are at https://seissol.readthedocs.io/en/latest/compiling-seissol.html. Instruc-656

tions for setting up and running simulations are at https://seissol.readthedocs.io/en/latest/657

configuration.html. Quickstart containerized installations and introductory materials are pro-658

vided in the docker container and Jupyter notebooks at https://github.com/SeisSol/Training.659

Example problems and model configuration files are provided at https://github.com/SeisSol/660

Examples, many of which reproduce the SCEC 3D Dynamic Rupture benchmark problems described661
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at https://strike.scec.org/cvws/benchmark descriptions.html. The documentation of Tri-662

BIE can be found at https://github.com/daisy20170101/TriBIE Community SEAS benchmark ex-663

amples can be found at https://strike.scec.org/cvws/cgi-bin/seas.cgi We use the software SKUA-664

GOCAD (pdgm.com/products/skua-gocad/)to produce all 3D fault models. The earthquake source665

data of the 2014 Guerrro event is from USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/666

usb000pq41/executive) and GCMT (https://www.globalcmt.org). All input files and meshes667

required to reproduce the TriBIE long-term slow slip cycle and SeisSol earthquake dynamic rup-668

ture scenarios can be downloaded fromhttps://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6956697 (D. Li, n.d.).669
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Table 1. Physical parameters used in the quasi-dynamic slow-slip cycle simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

rate-and-state direct effect

parametera

a 0.01 - 0.02 -

rate-and-state evolution

effect parameter

b 0.0135 -

characteristic slip distance

(for SSEs)

DSSE
RS 10.086 mm

characteristic slip distance

(for earthquakes)b

Ddy
RS 252.15 mm

reference slip rate v0 10−6 m/s

reference friction coefficient f0 0.6 -

initial slip rate Vini 10−9 m/s

initial state variable θini 0.1 s

critical nucleation size h∗RA 112.3 km

quasi-static process zone size Λ0 11.8 km

effective normal stress σ̄n 50 MPa

SSE effective normal stress σ̄SSEn 2.5 MPa

lithostatic pressure σz depth-dependent MPa

pore fluid pressure pf depth-dependent MPa

rock density ρ 2670 g/m3

shear modulus µ 30 GPa

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.25 -

a Parameter a varies between velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening

b Our SSE cycle simulations do not include earthquakes
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Table 2. Linear slip-weakening friction parameters used in the dynamic earthquake rupture simulations.

Parameter Symbol distribution Value

static friction coefficient µs uniform 0.626

dynamic friction coefficient µd two asperities 0.546

critical slip distance dc uniform 0.05 m

frictional cohesion c0 depth-dependent 1.0 - 0 MPa
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Figure 1. (a) Map of central Mexico where the Cocos plate subducts beneath the North Amer-

ican plate at a rate of 61 mm/yr (PVEL model(DeMets et al., 2010)). The so-called Guerrero Seis-

mic Gap is a 100-km long segment between 100.2oW and 101.2oW (yellow bar) that lacks recent large

earthquakes(Lowry et al., 2001). Purple shades indicate large (Mw ≤ 6.8) earthquakes after 1940 (Lowry

et al., 2001). The focal mechanism of the 2014 Mw 7.3 Guerrero earthquake is shown in red (strike:304◦,

dip:21◦, rake:99◦, Global Centroid Moment Tensor catalog (GCMT)(Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et

al., 2012)). A finite coseismic source model using teleseismic inversion is shown as yellow-to-red-to-black

rectangles (Ye et al., 2016). The orange contours indicate the 10 cm and 20 cm aseismic levels of fault slip

during the 2014 Mw 7.3 slow-slip events (Radiguet et al., 2016). The blue triangles mark the permanent

GPS stations used in a geodetic inversion of both the coseismic and slow slip (Gualandi et al., 2017b).

Depth contours from 5 km depth (trench) to 80 km depth are shown as dashed lines with 5 km depth

spacing. Mexico City is shown in black. (b) Slab surface geometry extending from the trench to a depth

of 60 km in both slow-slip cycle and dynamic rupture simulations. This slab geometry is inferred from

the Middle America Seismic Experiment (MASE) (Pérez-Campos et al., 2008).We use the standard global

projection WGS84/UTM, zone 11N to Cartesian coordinates. The detailed description of mesh generation

and convergence analysis can be found in Supplementary Text S2. Tetrahedral elements are color-coded

by a 1D layered velocity model from seismic imaging (Dougherty & Clayton, 2014) that is used in the

dynamic rupture model.
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Figure 2. (a) Map view of the dimensionless frictional parameter a − b on the fault. The distribution

of (a − b) at different temperatures was obtained from laboratory experiments on wet gabbro gouges (He

et al., 2007). We project this temperature-dependent (a − b) distribution onto the slab interface using

the thermal profile from a 2D steady-state thermal model constrained by P-wave seismic tomography in

central Mexico. The transition where a − b = 0 occurs at a depth of 42 km. (b) Along-depth profile of

effective normal stress σ̄n and pore fluid pressure pf used in both the SSE cycle and dynamic rupture

models, and hydrostatic and lithostatic pressures σz as references.
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Figure 3. The 2014 SSE in the Guerrero Gap from the preferred quasi-dynamic slow-slip cy-

cle model. Snapshots of fault slip rate (a,c,e) and traction ratios (b,d,f), defined as shear over effec-

tive normal stress, on days 217, 267, and 317, respectively. The black star marks the epicenter of the

2014 Mw 7.3 Guerrero earthquake from National Earthquake Information Catalog (USGS NIEC)

(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/usb000pq41/executive ). Slow-slip fault slip rates

can reach up to 10−6 m/s, which is 1000 times faster than the plate convergence rate (Vpl =61 mm/yr).

The time-dependent evolution of the fault slip rate is shown in Movie S1 (Supplementary Information).

(g), (h): Modeled accumulated 2014 SSE fault slip distribution and surface GPS displacement.The black

and red arrows show the observed (Gualandi et al., 2017) and synthetic surface GPS displacements, re-

spectively. Dashed black lines are the depth contours of the subducting slab from 20 km to 80 km depth

with 20 km depth spacing.
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Figure 4. Time-dependent evolution of the on-fault shear-to-effective-normal traction ratio and along-

strike migration speed during the modeled SSE cycle. The red star marks the USGS catalog hypocenter

of the 2014 Mw7.3 Guerrero earthquake. (a) Cross-sections of the traction ratio during the four mod-

eled subsequent SSEs. Colored solid lines indicate the traction ratios on days 1, 217, 267, and 317 of the

modeled 2014 SSE. The blue dot-dashed and dot-dashed lines represent the traction ratios of the three

SSE episodes in 2002, 2006, and 2009-2010, respectively. The dashed gray line indicates the static friction

coefficient on-fault (µs = 0.626) assumed in the dynamic rupture earthquake simulation. (b) Spatial and

temporal evolution of the on-fault slow-slip rate along the 20 km depth contour. The white vectors indi-

cate the averaged migrating speeds of the slip front at y=150 km and y=0 km. (c) Profiles of the traction

ratio sampled every 10 days along the 30 km depth contour during the modeled SSE cycle illustrate the

westward acceleration of the SSE migration front.
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Figure 5. Preferred dynamic rupture model of the 2014 Mw 7.3 Guerrero earthquake. Snapshots of

the modeled coseismic fault slip rate (left panels) and fault slip (right panels) at 4 s, 8 s, 11 s, and 17 s,

respectively. (a): spontaneous nucleation governed by shear stress transients of the long-term SSE cycle,

(b): SSE initiated dynamic rupture of the first asperity, (c): delayed rupture of the second asperity, and

(d): the dynamic arrest of rupture (Supplementary Movie S3). The corresponding fault slip at each time

step is shown in (e)-(h), respectively. The coastline is indicated by the black line. Solid and empty stars

indicate the different hypocenter locations from the USGS and GCMT catalogs, respectively.
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Figure 6. Observational verification of kinematic and dynamic source characteristics of the dynamic

rupture model of the 2014 Mw7.3 Guerrero earthquake. (a) On-fault dynamic rupture moment rate com-

pared to teleseismic inversion(Ye et al., 2016) and SCARDEC (http://scardec.projects.sismo.ipgp.fr)

(Vallee et al., 2011). (b) Mapview with horizontal surface displacements observed at continuous GPS

stations (black(Gualandi et al., 2017)) and in our simulation (red). The red star marks the USGS cat-

alog hypocenter. Accumulated fault slip from (c) regional geodetic inversion(Gualandi et al., 2017), (d)

teleseismic inversion(Ye et al., 2016), and (e) preferred dynamic rupture scenario. The maximum slip is

0.25 m, 2.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively. (f) Distribution of the prescribed heterogeneous dynamic friction

coefficient µd which gradually increases from 0.546 within to 0.826 at the edge of the asperities following

an exponential function (see Methods: “Linear slip-weakening friction”).
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Figure 7. (a) Map view of the exponential function G2 which we use to prescribe the single asperity

of Model B1. (b) cumulative fault slip, (c) moment release rate, and (d) synthetic surface deformation of

dynamic rupture Model B1 with a single asperity. The shown GPS stations are the same as in Figure 6b.
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